
CD OF THE WEEK
Principal trombone of the London Symphony 
Orchestra, Bandsman Dudley Bright, Regent Hall, 
reviews Enfield Connections by Enfield Band

One might approach reviewing a CD by Enfield Band 
with caution, so enormous is its reputation. The present 
recording, in part, illustrates how and why that reputation has 
been formed and maintained, being made up of music written 
especially for the band or composed by former members.

Peter Graham’s ‘Ad Optimum’ (‘To The Highest’) features an 
all-too-brief lovely central section (‘There Is Beauty In The Name 
Of Jesus’) framed by an energetic opening (‘When Morning Gilds 
The Skies’) and a suitably grand conclusion (‘O For A Thousand 
Tongues’). This is not a new piece but one hopes its appearance here 
will stimulate the exposure it deserves.

The fact that four out of the thirteen tracks carry Latin titles 
is of less interest than that two of them provide much of the 
weighty fare in this well-balanced compilation. Steven Ponsford’s 
deservedly popular ‘Turris Fortissima’, written for Enfield in 2007, 
here receives yet another very fine performance, as does Edward 
Gregson’s classic ‘Variations On Laudate Dominum’ – this time, 
with two recently added variations. It is interesting to learn from the 
programme notes that, although this work was originally written for 
the composer’s brother Bram (another Tottenham alumnus) and the 
London (Ontario) Salvation Army band, the new variations were 
added as a tribute to Black Dyke Band 30 years later and 40 years 
after Gregson severed his official connections with the Army. The 
new music sits slightly uneasily within the original structure but is, 
nonetheless, attractive and engaging.

As the band prepared to visit Canada in 1964, Leslie Condon 
offered his newest work ‘The Call Of The Righteous’ to Bandmaster 
James Williams. The tour was not only a huge success, as was 
Condon’s new work, but also a disaster when 14 of the bandsmen 
later heeded ‘the call’ to migrate to Canada. History confirms that 
the bandmaster pulled off the astonishing feat of rebuilding this 
band to even greater things. That Condon himself prematurely 
heard the call to eternity still leads many to wonder how different 
might have been the subsequent history of Army music. His was  

an extraordinarily original, natural, creative talent which is never  
better confirmed than in this work: structurally and dramatically 
perfect, thrilling and spiritually uplifting. Of note is the Enfield 
tradition of retaining two bars of solo timpani that were deleted  
by the composer for publication. However, this performance is 
at least equal to the splendid rendition by this band on the LP 
Kaleidoscope (now available on CD) – perhaps a little more  
spacious but nonetheless thrilling.

‘Prayer Gently Lifts Me’ is a carefully considered meditation from 
Chelsea Pascoe that augurs well for her future creations.

Although he is not a Salvationist, much of Philip Wilby’s brass 
band music is possessed of a profoundly spiritual dimension. His 
vocal setting of Isaac Watts’ words ‘When I Survey The Wondrous 
Cross’, now published for Salvationists, brings new insight into  
these timeless words. This sensitive and sympathetic performance 
of the brass band version, made at the suggestion of Bandmaster 
Jonathan Corry, underpins the message of the whole disc.

This CD has something for everyone and abounds in controlled 
excitement, sensitive phrasing and magnificent climaxes. n

n Enfield Connections is available from SP&S priced £13.95 
(plus £2.95 postage and packing) or can be downloaded 
from spstunes.com for £9.99

TRACK LIST
‘Battle Ready’ – Roger Trigg
‘Spirit Of Life’ – David Catherwood
‘The Call Of The Righteous’ – Leslie Condon
‘Ave Verum Corpus’ – Elgar arr. Pearce  
(cornet soloist Maurice Patterson)
‘Fugue In D minor’ – Bach arr. Farr
‘Ad Optimum’ – Peter Graham
‘Prayer Gently Lifts Me’ – Chelsea Pascoe
‘Knowing My Failings’ – Andrew Mackereth  
(trombone soloist Andrew Justice)
‘Variations On Laudate Dominum’ (Revised) – Edward Gregson
‘The Veterans’ – Ray Steadman-Allen  
(cornets Chris Avison, Paul Williams and Maurice Patterson)
‘Wondrous Cross’ – Philip Wilby
‘Anthem from Chess’ – arr. Andrew Blyth  
(euphonium soloist Paul Baker)
‘Turris Fortissima’ – Steven Ponsford
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